MAKING TB HISTORY

PERSONAL ACCOUNTS FROM THE FRONTLINE OF NEW ZEALAND’S BATTLE WITH BOVINE TUBERCULOSIS
INTRODUCTION

Peering back through the lens of time at what we have left behind frequently informs us about what may still lie ahead. Over the past decade, we have begun to edge closer to eliminating bovine tuberculosis (TB) from New Zealand. We are, however, not there yet.

We cannot afford to weaken our resolve. When funding was pulled from wild animal control in the late 1970s, many of New Zealand’s cattle and deer herds fell foul of the disease. The work of the TB control programme since then is the reason most of today’s farmers have been fortunate not to experience the disease first hand. However, others have and their accounts are a salutary lesson for us all.

The stories in this book tell of times, not that long ago, when our country was besieged. Many farming families found themselves close to breaking point and some were forced to leave the industry. Their experiences are genuine, often heartrending and deeply personal.

Failure to seize our chance to rid New Zealand of bovine TB would be an opportunity missed, and one with potentially serious implications for our agriculture-based economy and export market access. Possums carry and spread the disease to farmed livestock and also pose a threat to our vulnerable native birds and forest.

I would urge you to read the engaging accounts that follow to get an insight into some genuinely dark times for New Zealand’s cattle and deer farmers.

The accompanying DVD provides a snapshot of what it was like to farm through a time when TB was rife across much of the country and gives some insight into the battle with the disease. The lessons learned should not be lost on those charged with the future stewardship of agriculture in New Zealand.

John Dalziel
Chairman, Animal Health Board
November 2011
“Some farmers had TB in their herds before the testing programme began in 1961. One farmer had more than 1000 animals killed over 10 years. The stoicism of those guys was humbling”

Much of Dr Paul Livingstone’s knowledge of bovine TB was gained during his time as a young veterinarian on the West Coast.

He spent his early days sorting through the innards and carcasses of trailer loads of dead possums, as well as numerous TB-infected cattle and deer. As a vet, he knew what he was seeing and diagnosing but, as a trained scientist, he was kept awake at night wondering about the reason for the spread of the infection. Today, he is the Animal Health Board (AHB) manager of TB eradication and research, but back then he knew “very little indeed”.

Many herdowners also supplemented their income by working off the farm in the mills or mines. What became obvious to Paul, was that “TB possums left pus on the pasture, and went into beef. “You still got TB in beef herds, but it wasn’t as rampant, because the animals weren’t in such close contact.”

Because beef farmers could finish and slaughter cattle within two years, there was less risk.

When Paul arrived on the West Coast in 1974, he found a farming sector hit hard by bovine TB. The disease had wiped out so many cattle that the Buller dairy factory was forced to close. “Some farmers had TB in their herds before the testing programme began in 1961. One farmer had more than 1000 animals killed over 10 years. The stoicism of those guys was humbling,” said Paul. He recalls a number of farmers who simply gave up on dairy farming and went into beef. “You still got TB in beef herds, but it wasn’t as rampant, because the animals weren’t in such close contact.”

When TB turned up in a wild possum on the West Coast in 1961, farmers raised the possibility that the introduced animals were the source of the disease’s continued presence in their herds. At the time, government agencies scoffed at the suggestion, but proof came in 1971 from trials undertaken at Molekuha. During his time on the West Coast, Paul watched infected possums spread into Karama and move from one river catchment to the next. “It was a terrible feeling. We were powerless to stop the spread.”

He wanted badly to know how possums were infecting cattle and deer with the disease. “We had been told that TB possums left a mark on the picture, but if that was all there was to it, why weren’t sheep being infected too?” Then one frosty morning, as Paul worked a cyanide line, he noticed a dead possum with a distinctive lick mark along its side. A post mortem later revealed that the possum had TB.

“That got me thinking that the transfer of infection might be more direct.” A number of years later, Massey University researchers tested the hypothesis. “They sedated possums to simulate terminal TB-infected possums and put them in with cattle and deer. Cattle came up and nuzzled and licked them, deer were more aggressive towards the possums and mouthed them, whereas sheep skittered round them. Looking back, that was an important turning point in our understanding,” said Paul.

Not all his experiments went so well. Paul recalls a number of experiments that simply gave up to daily farming and went onto bee. “You still got TB in beef herd, but it wasn’t as rampant, because the animals weren’t in such close contact.”

Because beef farmers could finish and slaughter cattle within two years, there was less risk.

Many herdoners also supplemented their income by working off the farm in the mills or mines. What became obvious to Paul, however, was that the discovery of massive numbers of TB reactors — animals that react positive to a TB test — a quarter of all cattle in some localities and 160 infected herds in total — was a disaster for a fledgling West Coast industry. “The very first TB infection found in wild animals in New Zealand was in a deer in 1954.”

During his days as a vet on the West Coast, Paul was continually thinking about how the disease could be stopped. In 1987, he found himself heading the national TB control programme for the then Ministry of Agriculture and Fisheries (MAF). That is when reality hit home for Paul. “I got this terrible feeling of the immensity of the TB situation in New Zealand. Looking back, I probably wasn’t prepared for it. However, a number of knowledgeable vets and senior livestock officers provided support and assistance that got us through that stage,” he said.

If he thought the West Coast was in bad shape, the state of the central North Island came as a shock. Possum control funding had been slashed by the government in the late 1970s and Paul watched almost helplessly as the TB possum problem made a comeback.

In 1978, Paul discovered TB in farmed deer. “That was a catastrophe for a fledgling West Coast industry. I found the disease in other herds and the impact on the farmers was devastating.” While alarming, Paul wasn’t entirely surprised. “The very first TB infection found in wild animals in New Zealand was in a deer in 1954.”

In 1978, Paul discovered TB in farmed deer. “That was a catastrophe for a fledgling West Coast industry. I found the disease in other herds and the impact on the farmers was devastating.” While alarming, Paul wasn’t entirely surprised. “The very first TB infection found in wild animals in New Zealand was in a deer in 1954.”

In 1978, Paul discovered TB in farmed deer. “That was a catastrophe for a fledgling West Coast industry. I found the disease in other herds and the impact on the farmers was devastating.” While alarming, Paul wasn’t entirely surprised. “The very first TB infection found in wild animals in New Zealand was in a deer in 1954.”
At that stage, the disease was observed spreading at a rate of about four kilometres per year, down the river catchments from the Hauhungaroa and Rangitoto ranges towards Waikato’s hinterland. “There was no significant new funding for possum control – we could finally measure how effective our work was in reducing possum density,” said Paul. All the same, nobody dared dream about eradicating TB from possum populations. But in 2000, an early computer-based model showed that if it was possible to reduce possum densities down to two per cent, and maintain them at that level for at least five years,” said Paul. “If we could do this, the model showed we had a better than 90 per cent chance of eradicating TB from that area. That fitted well with what I’d seen with possum control on the West Coast.”

That was in relatively easy country, but not over extensive forest tracts. Nevertheless, Paul was encouraged by the results of a large aerial operation undertaken in the Hauhungaroa Range in 2000, near Purataro Forest Park. “We got fantastic results there. Herds cleaned up all around the district and that gave us confidence. That’s when I first believed we could eradicate TB from possums in that sort of country.”

Meanwhile, the development of encapsulated cyanide, called Fenatrax, made lighter work of ground control, while the aerial application of sodium fluoroacetate (also known as 1080) was being refined. The AHB was also looking at new techniques, developed by Landcare Research, such as cluster bait sowing, which uses lower bait sowing rates following the pre-feeding of non-toxic baits. The pre-feeding allows possums to come into the treated areas.

“Looking forward, we need to investigate how we can get a higher concentration of our wild animal control. While aerial control kills a high percentage of the possums, rats and stoats in an area, rat numbers usually rise to pre-control levels within about three years. We would like to extend that period for the benefit of the conservation estate,” said Paul. Anti-1080 sentiment remains a concern and, while new baits are in the pipeline, Paul cautions that they will still need aerial dispersal for possum control. “In the back country, there is no other cost-effective way to get possum densities down to the low levels required, despite what hunters claim. In addition, researchers have spent 20 years investigating alternatives to cyanide control agents, and while there has been some limited success with the concept of immuno-contraception, it’s unlikely the New Zealand public will allow genetic engineering on the scale needed to achieve a transmissible agent, capable of infecting the wider possum population.”

While a TB vaccine for cattle and deer promises to be “very efficacious,” research has still not been able to deliver a cost-effective vaccine that will prevent infection in cattle. Current vaccines also interfere with the TB test. If cattle were vaccinated, it could cost around $30 per animal to differentiate between cattle that react to the vaccine and true TB reactors. “So from a cost-effectiveness perspective, possum control, testing and movement control remain the mainstay for managing TB in New Zealand.”

New Zealand’s TB control programme is, and has been, the envy of others around the world, including the United Kingdom, Ireland, the United States, Canada and some European countries. All have issues with TB in wildlife and regard the AHB’s work as the textbook for controlling the disease. However, Paul is quick to point out that TB is spread by introduced predators, mainly possums. These non-native wild animals also impact on the country’s native birds and forests, making wild animal control in New Zealand more acceptable to the public. “Currently, they can infect the United Kingdom and, at large, due to public sentiment against it. In Ireland, the limited badger control they are doing is reducing the cattle TB problem,” said Paul.

While TB possums remain the major impediment to the eradication of the disease in New Zealand, Paul reminds us that there are two other planks to managing TB – herd testing and movement control. “Testing is clearly critical and the development of the current Boorgaram test in 1996 was a major breakthrough – it allowed us to better differentiate between a cow that was not infected and those that were. It was the call that led to the development of a test for deer, developed in 1993. We’ve become very skilled at getting TB out of the vast numbers of herds quickly through testing,” he said.

“Finding TB in a herd isn’t a problem; provided there are no TB possums. There are instances where we strike so-called energetic animals (cattle and deer that do not respond to the TB test, but are in fact infected and infectious to their herd-mates). It’s a frustration and we haven’t found a way of identifying these animals yet.”

After 37 years, Paul now finds himself looking towards the goal line. “Under the new national bovine TB control strategy, we set to eradicate TB from wild animal populations over large areas of New Zealand,” he said. Yet Paul is also acutely aware that the TB organism has been around for a long time and it is not in its nature to become extinct. It will seize the smallest of opportunities, or the briefest of lapses, to survive and then rebound. No-one – especially Paul – wants to see TB rebound and spread again. “There is a new generation of farmers coming through that have never experienced TB and some are questioning the need for sustained levels of funding and ongoing possum control, testing and hard movement restrictions. They want to know why we are still controlling possums when they don’t react to TB in their area,” said Paul. Paul

The need for sustained levels of funding to eradicate TB from possums – and the AHB has proved that it is possible at a local level – we must keep their populations at very low densities for up to 10 years without any immigration. This minimises the chance of an infected possum breaking down another. Unfortunately, as we can only attempt this in about 25 per cent of our infected areas at any one time. TB will continue to be with us for some time to come. That is why we can’t afford to let up now,” said Paul.
West Coast farmer Dianne Milne loves it here – loves the bush, the birds and the lakes that gleam. But the same bush that lifts her heart every morning is also full of possums – the main source of the disease in the region’s cattle and deer.

Dianne once lost an entire beef herd to the disease. Back in the early 1970s, she worked hard to build up an elite herd of South Westland Herefords on her Boddytown farm. “Then TB struck and it decimated my herd within 18 months,” she said.

The then Ministry of Agriculture and Fisheries used the remains of Dianne’s herd to experiment with test dosages and timing. “We tested them every three months and each time more reactors would go. “In the end, I got sick of it, so I sent the whole herd off to the works. They found four old cows – cows that had never, ever reacted in seven years of testing – that were absolutely riddled with TB.”

Dianne fought back the only way she could, trapping possums all around the farm boundary. “I found heaps of them with TB lesions.”

But the plague took no rest. Even the family cats contracted the disease, then the pet goats. “They had to be put down.”

“Anybody who has had no experience of TB...needs to talk to some of the older farmers like me, who’ve had the shocking experience of being hit hard by the disease”

That meant every human in recent contact with the Milne household had to be tested for bovine TB as well. “People I know personally have contracted the disease through possums and that’s pretty devastating. One of those women still has bovine TB. It’s a horrible, horrible process getting rid of it: it takes years.”

Demoralised, Dianne gave up her beloved beef cattle and went sheep farming at Aratika. “I couldn’t be bothered with it anymore. It was too heartbreaking.”

By the early 1980s, she was ready to give beef farming one more go. “I decided that I wasn’t going to develop a herd of my own, as such. I bought in nurse cows and bobby calves and reared the calves on cows so that there was never a permanent herd on the place. That meant it would be less emotionally taxing than losing a herd I’d built up myself.”

“That was my way of working around TB.”

This time, she stepped up her possum control, determined to keep the blight from her boundaries. Then, in 1993, her hard broke down. Ten prime steers tested positive for TB.

She looks back out over the forest. “I never forget the shock and the feeling of devastation.”

Down, but not out, Dianne hired a pest control contractor to come in and blitz the place. “I felt like my efforts hadn’t been good enough.”

Meanwhile, as a member of the Regional Animal Health Committee, Dianne mentored other farmers ravaged by “this awful, shameful plague”.

“Some of them blamed themselves. They got depressed – almost suicidal in some cases. They were bewildered. Some of them blamed government officials, some of them blamed the neighbours, but they were all angry about it. It was such a shocking thing.”

She even implored the regional council to buy up some “really dirty” properties and close them to cattle farming to try and break a destructive cycle in which infected herds were taken away, only to be replaced with new animals which were inevitably going to be infected themselves. “We were just farming TB,” she said. “No long as infected possums were still in the area, they’d simply re-infect any new herds you brought in.”

Finally, deliverance came. In the mid-1990s, the AHB, the Department of Conservation (DOC) and the regional council started broad-scale pest operations in the area and regular control has continued ever since. Dianne now hasn’t seen a possum on her place in a decade. If she sees one dead on the road, it’s a topic of conversation; but best of all, she’s not had TB on her place since pest control began.

But she bristles at rumours that funding for vector control might be reduced. That same complacency, she points out, has happened before. “In the late 1970s and 1980s, when people in offices decided TB was nearly beaten, it wasn’t long before the disease was devastating West Coast farmers all over again. Rate of return on investment must never be allowed to apply to TB control. Even though we have to pay some of the possum and other wild animal control funding from our rates, I’m more than happy to do that, just to keep this plague at bay.”

“Anybody who has had no experience of TB, or thinks that it can’t happen to them, needs to talk to some of the older farmers like me, who’ve had the shocking experience of being hit hard by the disease. They need to try and imagine what it would be like if they lost 30 per cent of their heifers to bovine TB.”
Dave's job appears straightforward enough – jab a needle full of TB protein derivative into a cow’s tail, then come back in a few days to see if the animal has reacted to it. If it has, it has most likely got TB. But that’s when his work really begins and the herd tester becomes farm advisor, or even counsellor.

“The mood changes rapidly when you find a reactor,” he said. “I had one guy try to kill me. He was going to drive his tractor into my car.” Others become despondent. One night Dave got a call from a farmer’s wife – in tears herself – who told him her husband was in the milking shed weeping. “He put the chain around one of his cows and found a lump. Then he found a dozen more. They were clearly distraught, so I went out there after tea and picked up 18 reactors out of 120 cows. He was on his knees – it was very traumatic.”

“There’s a deep emotional cost to TB. You don’t appreciate it until you get hit with it,” said Dave. He will usually give the farmer – and the family – a day or two to adjust to the news before he goes back to talk them through the process “one step at a time.”

“We try to manage them through it, but a lot of the stress still gets put back on you as the tester. We put in a lot of nights, because that’s often the only time a farmer’s free to sit and talk. It wasn’t a requirement of the job, but we felt like we should be helping them out.”

“There is a stigma attached to TB and some farmers really feel it – they feel like lepers.” Dave cautions anyone thinking of selling up to make sure they get their stock tested well ahead of time. “One guy didn’t get tested until he was just about to sell up. We tested on a Friday and the sale was scheduled for the following Tuesday. We tested 180 cows and got a reactor that tested positive on post mortem. So the guy had to cancel the clearing sale and ended up selling at discounted rates. He lost a lot of money on that. If you’re thinking of moving on in June, you really need to get your tests done before Christmas,” said Dave.

More than 40 years ago, stock inspectors at the Morrinsville saleyards could pick out TB-infected cattle just by looking at them. Today, the test is vastly more scientific, but AsureQuality field technician Dave Clay knows the consequences of bovine TB are as devastating as ever.

When he first started testing on the North Island’s East Coast, TB was almost unknown. Then Dave watched the disease take hold and spread across Waikato during the 1980s. “There were about 1200 dairy farms around the Morrinsville area and we always had about a dozen on movement control at any given time,” he said.

Part of Dave’s job was to post mortem cattle and deer that returned a positive reaction to the TB test. “They’d come in by the truck load. We had 4000 in a single year,” he said.
Gary and Bing Caulfield remember that summer morning in 1991 when some of their cows were found to have lumps on their tails.

Herd tester Frank Pavitt had visited the farm, not far out of Ngatea, just a few days earlier to inject the cows with a protein derivative of bovine TB, a standard, regular test to check for the presence of *Mycobacterium bovis*.

Upon Frank’s return, the brothers could read the bad news on his face. “He asked if he could go to the house to use our phone and he didn’t walk, he ran,” said Gary. After calling a vet to the farm, Frank started fixing orange reactor tags to the infected cows’ ears. He ran out of tags and sent for more. By mid-morning, half the Caulfields’ 100-strong herd had been sentenced to death.

The brothers had quite a few tame animals that they had names for and Frank spotted that special bond. “I always knew their favourites, because they’d put their arm around them when they came into the shed,” said Frank.

Bing recalls walking through the herd with his mother, Jessie, the morning the reactors were to be taken to the works. “It was pretty upsetting. We knew it had to be done, of course, but I can remember looking at them. We thought they looked so healthy and they were still milking well,” said Bing.

With just 40 cows left, the farm was now a marginal proposition. The brothers agonised over their future. “It all seemed a bit hopeless – we didn’t feel like we could ever build up another herd that we could feel the same about. We talked about going into dry stock or giving up altogether. It was pretty frightening – worrying about our income or the prospect of going out and finding a job somewhere,” said Bing.

The local paper ran the story on the front page. Bovine TB was spreading through the district and, while some of the neighbours had reactors too, the brothers still felt a certain embarrassment.

But the Caulfields aren’t quitters. “Our mother had been through the Depression – she wasn’t about to give up now.” The brothers brought in replacement stock. It was a big gamble, as they had no way of knowing if their farm was rid of TB or not.

Meanwhile, Frank went looking for the source of the infection in the bush behind the back boundary. “It was full of old man puriri,” he said. “It was beautiful when they were in flower.” But puriri is also top of a possum’s menu. Frank recalls getting his best kill ever there. “Eleven possums were found piled up beneath a single bait station.”

Gary and Bing Caulfield

Ngatea Farmers

Eleven possums were found piled up beneath a single bait station"
He then took a scorched earth approach to the farm. “We buried anything that was dead, we let the grass grow up and then we burned what we could burn. We drained all the waterholes and sprayed them with disinfectant – we did all the troughs, all the deer sheds. And wherever anybody came in here, they got their truck washed,” he said.

“We had three small kids at the time and we all got tested.”

Dave would never farm the same way again. When he restocked two years later, he kept his numbers down. He identified all the high TB risk areas on the property and kept his deer away from them.

Dave would never farm the same way again. When he restocked two years later, he kept his numbers down. He identified all the high TB risk areas on the property and kept his deer away from them.

“Anergic animals or sleepers – infected cattle and deer that don’t react to a skin test – have long been a thorn in the side of TB testers. Dave’s sacrifice to science helped researchers develop a blood test less susceptible to sleepers.”

“In 1994, Dave’s herd finally tested clear for the first time, but TB wasn’t done with Tiroiti. In 2001, he spotted his deer playing with a dead ferret. The herd broke down soon after, with 11 of 48 stags sent to the works.”

“Pest control operations in the area had only targeted rabbits, until the Otago Land Levy funded TB wildlife control. The AHB went after possums and ferrets, laying toxins and traps on the ground. Things started to improve for Dave almost immediately as infection rates fell. Nowadays, his herd’s been clear for the past two years. But he’s nowhere near out of the woods. “They’re still picking up TB-infected ferrets round here,” he said.”

“The Rock and Pillars are glinting through a glaze of late snow and the cloudy breath of Dave Andrew’s hinds hangs in the air. When you visit Dave, he shows you round his 5000 hectare farm, Tiroiti. His pride of the place and so he should be. His grandfather broke it in, his father developed it and now Dave is honing it through volatile venison prices, rabbit plagues and bovine TB.”

Back in 1982, he created an unwelcome history here – he was one of the first closed deer herds in Otago to test positive for TB. It’s possible that ferrets brought it here – there are thousands of them now, as they were let go in 1877 to deal with the rabbit plague. Whatever it was, it cut through his herd like a scythe. Close to 150 of his best hinds were sent to slaughter.

“AHB Southern South Island Regional Co-ordinator Owen Churchman said the infection is still etched in his memory. “I don’t know of anybody that was hit as hard as Dave. It was an incredible rate of reactors. Deer are very gregarious and it’s easy for an infection to blow out,” said Owen.”

“Dave decided to donate the remains of his ravaged deer herd to science. He still has the photographs he took as the officials cut up his animals, checking for the tell-tale lesions left behind by TB.”

“That went on for four months. We didn’t keep a single animal from that herd. We’d been breeding them up since 1978 and we lost the lot. Hinds were worth around $4000 each and there was no compensation,” said Dave.

“Dave knows better than anybody that the price of peace is eternal vigilance. “We haven’t got TB under control yet. It would be a stupid idea to relax now. We’d be back where we started.”
In the King Country, bovine TB was rife when Geoff Cochrane’s job was to test and manage cattle herds. Geoff would test cattle by injecting them with a TB protein derivative. If their immune system fought back, a swelling around the injection meant they likely harboured the disease. Geoff would fit colour-coded tags to the ears of the infected cattle. Like a forester’s paint on a pine tree, it was a death sentence.

“We were getting hundreds of reactors,” said Geoff. “If you didn’t take 100 tags with you, you wouldn’t have enough. We were taking truck and trailer loads off single farms.” There was nothing in his job description about being a crisis manager, but Geoff felt the losses as keenly as anyone. “We were taking away their livelihoods – you couldn’t just give them a form to sign and walk away.”

The cattle were destroyed and dumped, but only one local abattoir would take TB reactors and it was overwhelmed by the epidemic – up to four truck and trailer loads a week. That meant infected stock had to stay on farms, passing the disease on to their herd-mates. Geoff managed the King Country’s worst-hit area, between Waimiha and National Park. Any farm found with TB was placed on movement control, which meant farmers couldn’t bring stock in or send them out without pre- and post-movement testing.

“Movement controls, Geoff said, turned Taumarunui into a “TB ghetto”. The disease was stripping value from the land, the region. “People couldn’t sell their farms – they couldn’t even lease them out.”

“If a herd was on movement control, all the calves had to carry a white tag. The saleyards were just a sea of white tags.”

Geoff craved an answer, a foil to the suffering and loss. In fact, he held it in his hand a decade before. In 1974, he was sent to the West Coast to ‘trap possums from sea level to snowline. The traps were full and we had to carry every possum back for post mortem’.

Deliverance for the King Country finally came from the air. The first large-scale 1080 operation to control possums was mounted in the late 1980s. The impact on TB was dramatic. “Within 18 months, reactor rates were down to zero in some areas,” said Geoff.

Farmers noticed other benefits too. “After the 1080 operation, I can remember one lady saying to me, ‘we never knew what that tree was. We thought it was dead, but it came back to life’.”

The King Country came back to life, too. Vector control became the difference between testing herds into oblivion and busy saleyards.

It seemed that, finally, the disease was on the back foot. But then the government made a fatal assumption – that TB was beaten. “They slashed the funding for pest control and, within a few years, reactor rates were right back up again. It felt like a personal insult.”

“If we’ve learned one thing from all this grief, it’s that we can never take our foot off the throat of this thing. It’s no good just doing a drop every four or five years. You have to follow it up every year.”

Geoff knows better than anyone just how quickly a little bacterium can wreck lives and livelihoods. “It spreads so quickly and it could get away on us again – just the way it did before. The hardship to farmers – to us taxpayers – would be devastating.”
"It's an honesty-based system. You can write as many rules and regulations as you like, but unless everybody is aware of the problem of shifting stock without testing, we won't make any progress. It's essential everybody realises that," said Geoff.

Meanwhile, he is back to farming with TB himself after a long break from the disease. "But I believe it's just a little hiccup on the journey towards beating it for good. Then everyone will understand that," Geoff said.

The disease routinely claimed a third of his replacement stock every season and Geoff simply carried more to soak up the losses.

But it came at a cost. "Of course, if you're going to keep 30 per cent extra replacements, you have to feed them somehow, so you've got fewer of your milking cows to make an income from."

"TB eliminates a lot of your options when you're farming. For one thing, it denies you the opportunity of being able to sell stock to other farmers," Geoff said.

He reckons TB has cost him "hundreds" of animals. "It was a constant battle. Every time we had a TB test, we lost a fair percentage of mostly younger stock."

Geoff Volckman thought he was finally rid of the disease that had plaguing his farm for close to 40 years. But here it was again, a letter from the works telling him one of his steers was harbouring bovine TB.

"I was gutted," Geoff said as he looked out over his Karamea farm. He took this place on in 1974 and never stopped loving it. There were two farms in Karamea that seemed to be persistently infected and his was one of them.

The news that his property may again harbour TB means Geoff is now required to get his own herd tested before he can move it to his other grazing block.

He’s well aware of cases where stock have been shifted around the West Coast with reckless disregard for their TB status and points out that, in the end, it’s the farmers who will suffer the consequences.致力于提升农业状况和民众福祉的创新解决方案。
Graham didn’t know it then, but a tide of sorts was beginning to turn. Post mortems had already shown that possums were a major carrier – or vector – of bovine TB. The next thing was to prove they could transmit the disease to cattle. Across Cook Strait, researchers chased that hunch. In a Wairarapa paddock, they let loose a few sedated possums among cattle. They stood back and watched the more curious cows approach the possums, then sniff and lick them – which also revealed, incidentally, why it was always the farmers’ favourite cows that seemed to test positive. More adventurous, more curious cows are likely to be the approachable, even playful, ones that ease the monotony of milking.

Deer are even more inquisitive and the researchers eventually had to rescue the possums as the deer picked them up in their mouths and tossed them about. It took years to convince the then government of the link but, finally, the authorities took the fight into the New Zealand bush, mounting aerial 1080 operations in a bid to bring down the number of infected possums. The idea is to leave the population so sparse as to make the possibility of one infected possum meeting another all but impossible, thereby shutting the revolving door of TB infection.

Graham knows it works because he saw reactor rates begin to fall on the West Coast. From 250 infected herds less than 10 years ago, there are now fewer than 40. “TB testing, stock movement control and vector control go hand in hand,” he said.

But he knows, too, that possums can bounce back in a few short years, if given half a chance. “We can’t afford to back off for a moment, or TB will be back again with a vengeance.”

Graham said there’s a new generation of younger farmers who’ve never suffered the sort of misery he saw in those early days. “We have to keep talking about TB. We must let them know what can happen if we take our eye off the ball.”

He’s seen what TB can do to families, to farms, to fortunes. He wouldn’t wish it on anyone.
He recalls his favourite, a nine-year-old that had been his top cow for five years. "And she was taken away. It's gut wrenching – you're almost in tears – it's like losing your favourite dog.”

Ian’s farm was put on movement control – no animals could come in or go out without testing and documentation. Any opportunities to sell when prices spiked, or buy when they fell, had to go begging. So, when he couldn’t sell his surplus calves, he changed the way he farmed. “We decided to shift focus from trading cattle to retaining them and building our numbers up,” he said.

“It was one way of getting around it. It wasn’t in the expansion plan, but it alleviated the issue of not being able to trade stock.”

In 2003, Ian’s herd returned just one positive TB test and he dared to let himself believe the ordeal was over. But the disease wasn’t done with the farm yet; the next eight tests revealed more positive reactions. “Some people had actually sold their herd, but as part of their sale agreement, they had to TB test their cattle before they handed over.

“Then they’d find [an infected animal], which scuppered the deal, because they couldn’t move those cows. So we took on some of those cows, at a reduced price. In some cases, we got them for just about the works price.

“It worked to the advantage of both parties. We were at least able to offer them an option, where before they’d had none. The scale of our breakdown meant that it didn’t make any difference to us. I was able to replace cows at a similar sort of price to what I was getting from the compensation, so it worked well for us.”

Ian set up a restricted area on one of his farms. “Because of the number of replacement calves we reared, we set up a quarantine area. We would bring those calves home and rear them in that area until they went clear, then we could shift them on. It was a hassle, but at least it gave us some flexibility.”

In all the years he’s battled with TB, his neighbours have remained clear. “It’s difficult to understand why you were the one that got infected, why it stopped at your boundary. If it was possums, or ferrets, or stoats, or whatever, the boundary fence doesn’t stop them, so why were we infected and not our neighbours? You ask yourself what you’re doing wrong.”

There’s a difference, though, between resignation and apathy. With the number of TB-infected herds now at a historic low, Ian would hate to see the disease flare up again through complacency. “We can’t afford to relax the wild animal control or the testing – the cost is too high,” he said.

“When his dairy herd tested positive for bovine TB more than a decade ago, Ian Troughton might have been forgiven for despairing. After all, one of his main income streams was rearing young stock for sale to cover his grazing bills. “And I’m talking $100,000 grazing bills,” he said.

Bovine TB put an end to that and much more. Ian has lost nearly 200 cows to the disease, at $1500 per cow – but despair has never been an option. “You can’t afford to let it come to that. You just have to look at it differently and consider the alternatives.”

“I once found nine cows with bloat that had gone through the fence, or you might have an unexpected number of empty cows. We manage all those situations, so you have to keep these things in perspective. In a sense, TB is no worse than that.”

But even Ian accepts that the disease remains one of the biggest challenges he’s faced in a lifetime of farming on the Hauraki Plains. “It’s not something like mastitis that you can treat and cure and it never takes your scrubbers – it is always the best cow in your herd.”

“we can’t afford to relax the wild animal control or the testing – the cost is too high”
There will always be anomalous areas where, for some reason or another, you continue to get reactors and those challenges will take a bit of time, but I’m sure we’ll get there”
“I’ve got no problems with using 1080 – what it’s achieved here is amazing. The bush is vibrant and alive and we’ve got native birdlife like we never had when we first got here. Just the other day, I had four wood pigeons watching me through the window,” said John.

Then another reason the pair toast the demise of the possum. “With them gone, TB is pretty much gone too.”

John came to the property in 1990, knowingly buying in a TB-infected region. Sure enough, he started getting reactors and his herd was placed on movement control. That niggling presence precluded any notion of trading stock. John said they got into the bull-farming game because it was a slaughter-only operation – one of the few options left.

As it turned out, bull-farming wasn’t sustainable on the farm’s light soils. Things might have gone downhill, but salvation came in 1995.

“We had two 1080 operations on this place,” said Roger. “After that, the possums pretty much disappeared and not long after that, the TB disappeared too.”

Everyone remembers where they were the day Neil Armstrong stepped out of the Eagle Lander or the day the All Blacks won the World Cup. In the same way, Roger remembers without a second’s thought the day his herd tested clear for TB.

“The fifth of May 1997.”

When they discovered possums were the big problem, things started to turn around.

“I want to ensure we keep on consolidating the gains that have been made. My big concern is that everyone’s going to forget about TB, that they’ll write it off as history that can’t happen again. You can almost see that with a lot of guys; they’ve got a pretty blasé attitude to it now,” said Roger.

“I’m adamant that people don’t forget. We’ve spent so much money and put so much energy into getting where we are now. Twice before we’ve nearly beaten TB in New Zealand and both times we took our foot off its throat, so let’s not let that happen again. Otherwise, we’ll be going straight back to all that heartache.

“We need to keep going until the job is finished and it won’t be finished until we can say the country is TB-free. I believe we can eradicate it,” said Roger.

High in the Taumarunui hills, the apple trees buckle under the weight of their fruit, reminding John and Roger Beck just how far they’ve come.

A couple of decades ago, possums ruled this place. Roger’s father, John, recalls a time when they never had apples as the possums would eat the buds off the trees. Now he points to the family Jack Russell that has been on the farm for 10 years but has never seen a possum.

As far as John’s concerned, the difference between plague and peace when it came to the possum population was the sheer bloody-mindedness of the regional council pest destruction gangs that trudged the hills surrounding the farm, night after night. That, along with a cluster of molecules commonly known as 1080, played a major part in controlling TB and protecting native flora and fauna.

“We had two 1080 operations on this place... After that, the possums pretty much disappeared and not long after that, the TB disappeared too.”
It was tough on testers, too. Those farmers had spent a lifetime breeding better herds and reactor tags were being put in one animal after another. Unsurprisingly, some farmers rebelled, refusing to muster their animals for testing, or withholding some of their herd. “Animals were recorded on injection day and then marked with a stroke of paint. Then on reading day, they were painted with another stroke which formed a cross on the animal. Anything that didn’t have paint on it was shot and there were quite a number of animals shot, I can tell you.”

Eventually, a more compassionate solution was found. “In the early 1970s, the Buller/Inangahua area was declared a special case. It was a huge thing, because it guaranteed farmers compensation for the animals they lost. “We’d write out a chit and the money would arrive soon after. It was our responsibility to remove those animals from the property and arrange ‘slaughter’” said Noel. Yet it made his job easier – finally, farmers began to co-operate.

Nevertheless, infection rates on the West Coast hit 15 per cent across dairy and beef herds. The programme was gaining success elsewhere, but here it seemed so inadequate that some people suggested they might have been dealing with a different strain of TB altogether.

One suspicion was aggravated by the discovery of TB in a flock of Buller sheep. “That was a massive control programme that very few people know about,” Noel said. “We slaughtered all of them – one farmer puts the toll at 10,000 animals – and placed them in a big oven at Cape Foulwind. It was a nightmare.”

It seemed TB could hurdle any mammalian species barrier. “We found it in hedgehogs, pigs, horses…even people,” Noel said.

Then, at last, came the conclusive link between possums, cattle, deer and TB. The West Coast, with its vast swaths of forest, was a possum paradise. Many semi-developed farms were almost enclosed by thick bush and farmers frequently let cattle loose into the forest to forage in winter.

Wild animal control, when it came in the early 1970s, was as ruthless as block testing. Borrowing from Forest Service manuals, 1080 was flown in by fixed-wing aircraft and deployed at lavish sowing rates.

Today’s wildlife control bears no resemblance to those operations, but is more important than ever. “Sadly, the law of diminishing returns seems to be coming into play,” Noel said, referring to suggestions that now TB infection rates have been slashed, we can afford to relax funding and pest operations.

“As a disease programme progresses, complacency becomes a bigger problem than the disease.” Noel should know – he watched herd infection rates rebound after funding cuts in the late 1970s. “When the disease took off again, I was pretty sad, because it felt like everything we’d done up until then had been wasted.

“It interests me that we should be having the same conversation about complacency again 30 years later. It’d be crazy to take our foot off the pedal now.”

It was 1967 and Tommy de Malmanche was about to discover New Zealand’s very first TB-infected possum.

He rowed across the Mokihinui River on the West Coast, his dinghy jangling with leg-hold traps. Upon his return, his boat piled high with dead possums, he handed them to a livestock officer at Westport who undertook a post mortem. They were found to be riddled with bovine TB.

“That was the first time the diagnosis had been made in possums,” said Noel, a graduate vet back then.

No-one was surprised, as the West Coast had one of the highest TB infection rates in the country. But while de Malmanche had found the smoking gun, he hadn’t discovered the bullet. There was no proof that possums could pass the disease on to cattle or deer.

Noel said the next step was to run several quite crude but effective trials.

About 28 cattle were tested clear for TB and taken across the Mokihinui to a gravel flat, completely surrounded by bush. It was so isolated that the animals couldn’t come into contact with other cattle. Six months later they all tested positive. When they were sent for post mortem, 20 of them had lesions,” Noel said.

The link from possum to cow had finally been proven.

The evidence couldn’t have come sooner. TB was wrecking coastal farming. It was nothing to take a whole herd at a test – and that could be several hundred animals – and 12 months later do it all over again. Sadly, that happened to more than one farmer.

“One particular week, I took away 800 animals. We put them on a train for the works at Oamaru. We had permanent space booked with New Zealand Rail. It was huge,” said Noel.
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After 1080 operations, it goes into remission, only to rebound in step with recovering possum numbers.

“Ground control on the boundaries isn’t keeping up with the influx of possums from beyond, so you get that re-infection over time and that’s why, I guess, we kept going on and off movement control.”

This makes a lie, she said, of claims by anti-1080 activists that possums aren’t a problem; that TB is being spread instead around the coast by farmers who flaunt restrictions on stock movements.

“The vast bulk of farmers know that it’s in their own interests to follow the rules,” she said.

She accepts that there was a time, years back, when farmers got full compensation for stock lost to TB. “Some got better pay cheques from MAF,” she said. “If their farming ability wasn’t that great – if they couldn’t fatten cattle – they would simply expose them to TB and take the money.”

But as farmers themselves took greater control of the TB eradication programme during the late 1980s, many of those cases “got tidied up very quickly”.

Katie sees a certain irony in the fact that, while New Zealand’s TB eradication programme is the envy and inspiration of other afflicted countries around the world, that very success has, in a way, kindled anti-1080 rhetoric here at home.

Another concern is that, if the West Coast continues to buck the national trend of going TB-free, other regions might carry out a veiled, but persistent, threat to put a fence around the region and leave them to it. “We’re very mindful of the fact that we’re on a knife edge. The rest of New Zealand could cut us out cold,” said Katie.

“Agriculture is worth about $700 million every year to the West Coast. So if they imposed some sort of produce restriction, we’d be left in a terrible position. We’d all be on the dole overnight.”

If TB is to be eradicated here, it’ll happen when possum numbers are curbed to such a level that infected animals can no longer meet each other.

“The vast bulk of farmers know that it’s in their own interests to follow the rules”
He said the disease nearly annihilated the Buller Dairy Company. “We were just losing production. We went from 400 tonnes of butter down to 280 by the late 1960s. Those years were terrible – farms were running out of cows. That’s what crippled us.”

“Everybody was blaming the way we farmed,” he said. The insult on top of injury was his abiding suspicion that, in fact, possums were the real culprit. “But nobody was blaming it on possums in those days. That’s what really got us down.”

“We had a big battle to get MAF to recognise that it was possums that were causing it. It took us three years to convince the powers that be.”

By now, 90 per cent of Buller farms were infected, and TB had spread into Karamea and Inangahua. Everyone was now in the same boat, and things got political. John had an abiding grievance with the compensation rates paid to farmers who lost stock to TB. “We were getting £6 a cow, when they were worth between £10 and £30.”

So he took up another fight, campaigning long and hard for fair recompense, which was finally awarded – full market replacement – in the early 1970s.

With the possum link officially recognised, the tables finally started to turn on TB. Possum control began with bait stations and traps. Then, in the early 1970s, the first aerial 1080 operations were mounted in a bid to slow the transmission of the disease. “From then on, our reactor rates started to drop,” said John. “They laid 1080 behind our farm and I remember the children coming up to the cowshed. They said, ‘Dad, there’s a sick possum down by the road.’”

“It was devastating. My father had given me 25 head of stock to start off and we’d built them into a brilliant herd of cows,” said John. “In the finish, we lost most of them, and their offspring, to TB.”

One of the biggest disasters was when we sent four cows to my brother’s in Nelson for winter milking. They’d tested clear back in Buller, but later, they had a major outbreak of TB in that herd.”

“...In the finish, we lost most of them, and their offspring, to TB”

In some ways, the pioneering days never ended here in Buller.

In 1950, it was about to threaten its very existence. Livestock officers began testing town milk cows for the presence of bovine TB – and they found it in John’s herd.

“It was devastating. My father had given me 25 head of stock to start off and we’d built them into a brilliant herd of cows,” said John. “In the finish, we lost most of them, and their offspring, to TB.”

“...In the finish, we lost most of them, and their offspring, to TB”

He said the disease nearly annihilated the Buller Dairy Company. “We were just losing production. We went from 400 tonnes of butter down to 280 by the late 1960s. Those years were terrible – farms were running out of cows. That’s what crippled us.”

“Everybody was blaming the way we farmed,” he said. The insult on top of injury was his abiding suspicion that, in fact, possums were the real culprit. “But nobody was blaming it on possums in those days. That’s what really got us down.”

“We had a big battle to get MAF to recognise that it was possums that were causing it. It took us three years to convince the powers that be.”

By now, 90 per cent of Buller farms were infected, and TB had spread into Karamea and Inangahua. Everyone was now in the same boat, and things got political. John had an abiding grievance with the compensation rates paid to farmers who lost stock to TB. “We were getting £6 a cow, when they were worth between £10 and £30.”

So he took up another fight, campaigning long and hard for fair recompense, which was finally awarded – full market replacement – in the early 1970s.

With the possum link officially recognised, the tables finally started to turn on TB. Possum control began with bait stations and traps. Then, in the early 1970s, the first aerial 1080 operations were mounted in a bid to slow the transmission of the disease. “From then on, our reactor rates started to drop,” said John. “They laid 1080 behind our farm and I remember the children coming up to the cowshed. They said, ‘Dad, there’s a sick possum down by the road.’”

“I got MAF to come out and pick it up, and it was absolutely riddled with TB.”

Within a decade, vector control brought infections down to just three remaining herds in the Buller. The war seemed all but won, which is perhaps why somebody in Wellington decided to scale back funding for TB control. John watched the disease rebound. He reckons that single cost-saving exercise ended up costing the country at least one billion dollars.

Vector control resumed in the late 1980s and, while the West Coast remains a hot spot, TB rates are now down to historical lows.

In 1945, he broke in a block that had already been rejected for soldier settlement. “I realise now why it was rejected,” he said.

Whatever he knew about farming, he picked up from childhood observation. He lost 30 head of stock in one of the West Coast’s legendary torrential rains, but got back to clearing the bush and sowing grass just as soon as the waters abated.

In 1953, he milked cows by hand for eight months until he built the first pipe and bale walk-through cow shed in the area, to milk 100 cows.

John was convinced – against almost all prevailing opinion – that dairying held the key to the West Coast’s future and he devoted his life to making it happen.

“...In the finish, we lost most of them, and their offspring, to TB”
The Kopuatai peat dome is one of the most precious wetlands left in the country and the world. Thickets of kahikatea, rushes and clubmosses cloak one of the last surviving citadels for some of New Zealand’s most threatened wildlife, including black mudfish, long-finned eels, bitterns and banded rails. Whenever the Paiko and Waitoa rivers break their banks, it’s the dome that takes the hit for local landowners, soaking up the floodwaters like a giant sponge.

But for Ken and Avril Gill, Kopuatai is 10,300 hectares of very mixed blessings, because it’s also home to possums, deer and ferrets, which harbour TB. The disease caused the Gills decades of loss, frustration and heartache when those possums crossed their back boundary and mingled with their 350 dairy cows.

The couple bought these flat, fertile hectares beside the Awaiti Canal Road, quarter of an hour from Paeroa, in 1971. They farmed here for nearly 10 years before the first sign of trouble; an inflammation on the base of their cows’ tails. They’d reacted positive to a routine test for bovine TB.

“We didn’t know much about TB,” said Ken. “But people were always talking about it. Then our neighbour lost 60 out of 90 cows, so looking back, it was probably only a matter of time.”

The Gills are thankful to this day they never suffered the sort of crippling blow TB landed on their neighbour, but their farming life changed beyond recognition.

Bovine TB always seemed to claim the couples’ best cows. “It’s disheartening trying to build up a herd – we were on AI for years – and then losing your top cows. It felt as though the herd was being systematically destroyed,” said Avril.

“We were always worried that we’d get a breakdown like the neighbours did – that would have been totally devastating. It was always in the back of our minds. I hope those times never come back,” she said.

The pair were compensated for each cow lost – at the time, they received 90 per cent of market value – but there was no payout for the loss of milk production that resulted and, now under strict animal movement control, neither could they sell bull calves to raise capital. They now regarded their farm differently. “It had us baffled,” said Ken. “We’d get a few reactors, then go clear, then break down all over again. It was disheartening. We were playing the game, but we couldn’t get on top of it.”

The couple had no way of knowing that among their herd lurked a number of ‘sleepers’, cows so riddled with TB that their immune systems didn’t even notice the tiny amount of pathogen injected in a TB test.

Suspicious of this curious pattern of infection, testers took advantage of new blood-test technology in 1995 and found eight of the oldest of Ken and Avril’s herd infected with TB.

Another turning point, as far as Ken’s concerned, was when the AHB took the fight to Kopuatai, mounting an aerial 1080 operation in 1986 to knock down the possums and ferrets that kept the disease in circulation. “There’s nothing nice about TB. It’s awful, and if 1080 is one way we can control it, then that’s what we must do.”

The blood tests and the pest control finally dealt TB a one-two punch and, on the Gill’s farm, the disease never got back up. “We’re C10 [clear status for 10 years] now,” said Ken.

But, as funders and farmers alike perceive the TB threat to have vanished, there’s a possibility that the tiny bacterium could stage a comeback. “It has happened twice before, they warn.”

“I’ve spoken to a lot of guys in the bush, and they all say that the birdlife comes back stronger than ever”
Kevin Crews remembers it sounding like a war room. “It was like the Battle of Britain. On a Monday morning, all the crew—we had a team of 20 in those days—would assemble and we’d schedule their work, then they’d be sent out in their squadrons,” he said.

These were the field testers, and the enemy they sought was sweeping the King Country farmlands, spreading bovine TB as it went. This was the early 1980s—what Kevin calls the “dark days” of TB. “It was out of control—the closest I’ve ever been to warfare.”

“IT was pretty soul-destroying. We once got 250 reactors on a single farm in the western bays of Taupo,” said Kevin. “It was made harder still by the knowledge that the then Ministry of Agriculture had been winning this war, until its possum control budget was slashed from under it.

Over the late 1970s, concerted herd testing and slaughter, along with possum control, had finally turned the tables on TB and infection rates across the country began to fall. What happened next is infection rates went right back to where they started in the 1970s. In the Taumarunui operations room, a wall chart taunted the herd testers with an upswing that outlined policy failure.

Every Friday, the testers would debrief, pins all the latest herd breakdowns on the map and list the latest reactors. There would be hard stories to swap and they had to witness more stock taken to slaughter and more farming dreams shattered.

“IT was pretty devastating,” said Kevin. “Every week there were more breakdowns and we were always behind the eight ball. Farmers were losing animals hand over flat and we had no answer.” But Kevin and his technical colleagues were becoming involved with the latest research, noting the results of experiments with possum control that were starting to offer tantalising insights into TB and how it was being spread.

They convinced farmers and officials alike to relinquish the battlefront and regroup tens of kilometres away. They reasoned that they needed to create a buffer zone around the disease, surround it and then eliminate it from the boundaries back towards the centre. That, at least, would keep it contained.

“It needed a lot of selling,” said Kevin. “We had this remorseless geographic spread going on and the outcome of the research we did on that was that you had to get to the front of the problem. You almost had to create a biological moat. That was tough for a lot of people to understand.”

But it worked; knocking down possum numbers around the perimeter of an infection left the TB with nowhere to go. So long as farmers played their part by not shifting infected herds in or out, the disease had no way to spread. The formula became what Kevin—now an AHB national disease control manager—calls “the old three-legged stool” or, to be precise, infected-wildlife control, herd testing and movement control.

It has been so successful that TB rates are now at historic lows. Kevin knows TB can be eradicated from ever-larger tracts, too. The disease was driven out of Banks Peninsula across more than 100,000 hectares. The challenge now, under the current national TB control strategy, is to do that sort of thing in the disease’s preferred habitat—large contiguous tracts of forest, where TB-carrying wildlife, like possums, abound.

It’s a big ask. The disease is still present in possums across nearly 40 per cent of the country and, as long as they harbour the disease, they can pass it on to cattle and deer. That means the national herd will always be at risk of exposure, until such time as we can eradicate TB from every last wild host.

But Kevin knows better than anyone that the last possum will be the most expensive. He has seen government support dwindle before and worries that, as the war on TB looks increasingly won, funders might step back again.

Kevin cites philosopher George Santayana: “He who forgets history is doomed to repeat it.”
“We’ve got a lot of difficulty keeping awareness up about testing, about movement control, but whether it’s cattle or deer, it’s got to be done”
“The last infected animal – that last opportunity to get rid of the disease once and for all – will be the most expensive. But it’ll also be the best value.”
Wellington Regional Council did a fantastic job. They were paying a big percentage of our [wildlife] control budget then. They were right on the cutting edge with their 1080 work and they’d done a lot of trials and they had it sorted out – two kilograms of pre-feed, two kilograms of bait per hectare. They understood the critical importance of weather and timing.

AHB Southern North Island Regional Co-ordinator Terry Hynes has been in the TB business a long time and remembers just how bad it got here. “In 1977, we had 562 infected herds in the Greater Wellington region. It was huge – we had nearly 2100 culls in that one year,” Terry said.

Today, there is a small handful of infected herds in the Wairarapa. The place is ahead of its National Pest Management Strategy timeline. As far as Terry is concerned, what has been achieved in the Wairarapa is a highlight of his career.

“It’s a huge success story and it was a team effort. The testing technicians, the veterinarians, the regional council – everybody had a part to play. But the understanding between all of those key players was what made it happen,” he said.

With possum and other pest control, Peter’s farm changed beyond recognition. “My wife is an extremely keen gardener. We used to put electric fences around her roses to keep the possums out,” said Peter. These days, however, the garden blooms unprotected.

“He puts it all down to the strategic approach towards controlling TB. “Nothing beats a shared vision. There was a goal that everybody bought into and... we’ve had an astonishing result,” said Peter.

Peter Gaskin built his home near Castlepoint from a stand of Douglas fir his grandfather planted. From up here, he has a clear view back down the road to the property’s history.

In 1990, he and his brother Richard took the place on. The farm has had its past tribulations and Peter has, too, in the form of drought and bovine TB.

The disease struck in his very first year. “We were basically a store farm then. We ran a breeding cow herd and sold either weaners or yearlings. The herd was infected from day one. From then on, we got around 10 [animals that tested positive for TB] a year. “It was pretty distressing,” said Peter.

So he made it his business to get to know TB. He joined the local TBfree committee. He plotted the sites of worst infection on his property, ran graphs and charts, started controlling possums and ferrets and followed the latest research.

Peter points to a chart he’s kept of TB infection rates. “You’ll see we had a brief lull – we were clear for almost a year and I thought it was pretty clever. I figured we could keep this thing under control with the work we were doing.”

Then his graph spiked in 1996, when he got 59 positive tests in a single, infamous year. “Pretty three of those came out of a single rising two-year old heifer breeding mob. Over 50 per cent of our replacement heifers tested positive and they were all the good ones.

“It never forget it. It was horrible,” he said.

Eventually Peter swapped systems. “We made a major change, from being a breeding cow herd to trading bulls. At a stroke, we changed to slaughter-only which was a far more preferable way to harvest our grass.”

Then there was another turning point. Finally, funding came through for large-scale, aerial pest control in the region. In 1996, 1080 was used on the farm. What happened next showed up on Peter’s graph as a huge dip.

“We have some lovely bush at the back end of this property and I’m astonished at the amount of birdsong and activity that’s going on now”
Richard and Dan are part of a local biodiversity protection programme called Kia Wharite. They pay a bounty for feral cats and the rebound in birdlife has been dramatic. The tui are also flocking in and there are kereru (wood pigeons) in the garden.

Before he came to his current home, Richard was hit hard by TB when he farmed near Taupo. “Bovine TB was our issue of the day. I was losing 200 cattle on a regular basis. I can remember a mob of 104 steers, and 101 of them reacted to a TB test,” said Richard.

The Ruapehu district quickly earned a reputation for being a TB hotbed, prompting some to campaign for a blockade on stock from the region. Richard realised that if they wanted to keep farming, he and his colleagues would have to do something about TB.

“We had to form our own branch of Federated Farmers. We did it purely so we could have our own voice,” said Richard.

He understood that if Ruapehu didn’t get its TB problem under control, their livelihoods would suffer irreparable damage.

He knew that tackling TB meant tackling possums. They did everything they could think of to manage both the possum and the unemployment problem. Drawing a straight line between the two, Richard helped set up the ‘possumbuster’ scheme.

But, he said, it was the advent of large-scale aerial 1080 operations that finally knocked TB to the mat in Ruapehu. In concert with levies, testing and movement restrictions of livestock, infection rates began to fall. A sense of normality returned, as did the rata, fantails and kereru.

“If somebody had told me back in 1989 that the King Country would be clear of TB by 2010, I’d never have believed it,” said Richard. “Some people told us not to even try, but we’ve achieved such a huge amount. It’s been a remarkable story about a very small, very dedicated group of people.”

Richard Steele and his son, Dan, run an eco-tourism operation on their 1500-hectare sheep and cattle station near Owhango, along the Whanganui River. They delight in showing visitors one of the river’s special dwellers, the whio (blue duck). This area is one of the bird’s last strongholds, in part because Richard and Dan declared war on the stoats, rats and feral cats that drove it to the edge of extinction in the first place.

The Steeles take visitors along the river terrace to show them the side that has been treated with 1080 for TB control.

“On that side, you couldn’t count the number of rata in flower. But on the left-hand side, where nothing has been done, you can’t find one. That’s the difference between controlled and non-controlled areas,” said Richard.
Quintin and Debbie Watts chose their daughter Addison.

The sunny shores of the Bay of Plenty offer an ideal place to farm for Quintin and Debbie Watts, who thought they had found the perfect spot to begin their sharemilking career three years ago. But their dream quickly turned ugly when TB came knocking on the door.

Quintin and Debbie had the dairying world at their feet when they started out. They had secured a 50/50 sharemilking contract on a lucrative property near Pukehina. They had previously been in an equity partnership with Quintin’s family on the neighbouring property, and thought they had found the perfect herd.

After much investigation, they thought they had found the right cows. All they needed to make the picture perfect was the purchase of 208 cows, which were part of a herd disposal sale. The cows arrived in the Bay of Plenty in late winter 2008 and because they had lost. They also had to re-test the herd every 28 days until the animal tested clear.

Quintin was relying on grazing herd replacements off the property, so the RPN was a severe restraint. They received 65 per cent of the fair market value for the slaughtered cows in compensation from the AHB. But this did not replace what they had lost. They also had to re-test the herd every 28 days until the animal tested clear.

The situation of the situation hit home after the second test discovered a further 13 cows in the “at risk” category.

Don’t be complacent, and don’t think that TB’s not out there. Do your checks and you will know you have done everything you could to prevent it.
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Watch the “Making TB History” documentary series on YouTube.